Many medical device companies struggle with finding reliable engineering and project management guidance within their budget and schedule.

DornerWorks helps those companies launch remarkable products by providing trusted electronics engineering services that meet the rigorous standards of the healthcare environment.

MEDICAL DEVICE ENGINEERING THAT GROWS YOUR BUSINESS

DornerWorks design and engineering services will help you get your medical device to market quickly.

Our proven expertise in electronic hardware, embedded software, and custom logic design increases your product development capacity while maintaining the quality and traceability you need.

CLIENT FOCUSED
- Collaborative approach
- Hands-on project management
- Iterative design process

DEEP EXPERTISE
- SW guidance for IEC62304
- Class A, B, C development
- HW architecture guidance for IEC60601 safety reqs

SUPPLIER QUALIFIED
- Xilinx Alliance Program Premier Member

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION
DornerWorks.com | +1.616.245.8369
“DornerWorks is a professional, flexible, and an essential part of our team.”

“DornerWorks is a professional, flexible, and an essential part of our team.”

FULL DEVELOPMENT LIFECYCLE
- Embedded software development
- Electronics hardware development
- FPGA custom logic engineering
- Connectivity and IoT
- Test equipment, systems, and software

BE CONFIDENT YOUR DEVICES WILL DOMINATE THE MARKET

Develop safety-critical medical products that stand out. Schedule a consultation with DornerWorks today, we’ll help you integrate your software and hardware systems seamlessly, and launch with confidence.

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION

DornerWorks.com  |  +1.616.245.8369

College Park Industries is enriching lives with innovative prosthetics like the Espire elbow.

Stryker is reducing hospital injuries with the pneumatic hospital bed.

Bioventus is shortening bone fracture healing time with ultrasonic technology.